
 

Volunteer in Marketing and Public Relations for “
 

Who we are and what we want 

 

“Inside Travel” (http://insidetravel.ch

founded in 2011 by 7 persons from Ethiopia an 7 from Europe with the purpose 

in order to bring positive change to Ethiopia

that, in the long run, not aid but the

development to Ethiopia.  

We are a non-profit organisation aiming at supporting such individuals by bringing tourists to 

Ethiopia. These guests experience Ethiopia 

interaction with the locals. At the same time, we support community development projects in 

Ethiopia. 

We already organised and conducted 2 such trips to Ethiopia and had overwhelmingly positive 

feedbacks from the participants. Therefore, we want to increase the freque

support our Ethiopian partners and the local people. 

 

Currently our team consists of a general coordinator, a finance coordinator, a travel coordinator, a 

marketing and events coordinator for the French/Italian parts, a partnership an

coordinator, a development consultant, as well as a website specialist. Additionally, some more 

volunteers participate on an irregular base. 

 

Your Task 

In order to expand the frequency of travels to Ethiopia, we need to find more customers, 

our marketing, and make our organisation better known. As mentioned, one person

charge of promoting the Inside Travel

order to improve our marketing and public relat

help us with the marketing and public relations in the German speaking part of Switzerland. 

Your task consists of: 

- Analyse our marketing concept and suggest improvements

- To produce and update marketing mate

posters, brochures, etc), in close cooperation with the Travel Coordinator

- To remind all members to do regular mouth

- To maintain a list of potential events for advertisement, to organi

hold presentations at events (promotion), send out mailings, etc (general marketing 

methods) 

- In close cooperation with the Travel Coordinator to promote the trip offers and find new 

customers 

- Researching and suggesting possible activities and events to the committee, investigating 

costs and venues (e.g. pitch presentations, conferences, forums, etc.) 

- Responsibility for event planning and coordination (attend or finding members to attend the 

event, etc.) 

 

Your profile 

 

Are you interested and motivated

the poorest countries? 

Do you have some experience in marketing and PR and a

purpose? 

Are you fluent in both English and German?

Volunteer in Marketing and Public Relations for “Inside Travel

 

http://insidetravel.ch) is a Swiss-Ethiopian association of volunteers, which was 

from Ethiopia an 7 from Europe with the purpose to 

change to Ethiopia through sustainable tourism. We share

not aid but the initiative of pro-active individuals will bring about 

profit organisation aiming at supporting such individuals by bringing tourists to 

Ethiopia. These guests experience Ethiopia in an interactive way (“from inside”) and in close 

with the locals. At the same time, we support community development projects in 

We already organised and conducted 2 such trips to Ethiopia and had overwhelmingly positive 

feedbacks from the participants. Therefore, we want to increase the frequency of such trips to 

support our Ethiopian partners and the local people.  

Currently our team consists of a general coordinator, a finance coordinator, a travel coordinator, a 

marketing and events coordinator for the French/Italian parts, a partnership and development 

coordinator, a development consultant, as well as a website specialist. Additionally, some more 

volunteers participate on an irregular base.  

In order to expand the frequency of travels to Ethiopia, we need to find more customers, 

our marketing, and make our organisation better known. As mentioned, one person

Inside Travel trips to Ethiopia in the French-speaking part of Switzerland. In 

improve our marketing and public relations, we need you as a new member of our team to 

help us with the marketing and public relations in the German speaking part of Switzerland. 

Analyse our marketing concept and suggest improvements 

To produce and update marketing material (ppt presentation, short trip reports, flyers, 

posters, brochures, etc), in close cooperation with the Travel Coordinator

To remind all members to do regular mouth-to-mouth propaganda 

To maintain a list of potential events for advertisement, to organise the distribution of flyers, 

hold presentations at events (promotion), send out mailings, etc (general marketing 

In close cooperation with the Travel Coordinator to promote the trip offers and find new 

Researching and suggesting possible activities and events to the committee, investigating 

costs and venues (e.g. pitch presentations, conferences, forums, etc.)  

Responsibility for event planning and coordination (attend or finding members to attend the 

motivated to engage in voluntary work to improve living conditions in one of 

experience in marketing and PR and are you ready to use your skills for a social 

Are you fluent in both English and German? 
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We offer 

 

We can’t pay you a salary, but you will get other rewards:

- Officially recognized Swiss certificate of volunteering, recognized and valued by employers

- Possibility to accompany a tourist group to Ethiopia and get to know this exciting country 

- Opportunity to get hands

- Get to know and work with motivated and interesting young people from around 

Switzerland, Europe, and Ethiopia

- Extend your private and professional network

 

Contact 

 

Learn more about Inside Travel on

On fb “Ethiopia-Discover-Learn-Participate”

or contact us directly: info@insidetravel.ch

We can’t pay you a salary, but you will get other rewards: 

Officially recognized Swiss certificate of volunteering, recognized and valued by employers

to accompany a tourist group to Ethiopia and get to know this exciting country 

Opportunity to get hands-on experience in working for an association, learn to use your skills

Get to know and work with motivated and interesting young people from around 

tzerland, Europe, and Ethiopia 

Extend your private and professional network 

on http://insidetravel.ch  

Participate” 

info@insidetravel.ch  

 

Officially recognized Swiss certificate of volunteering, recognized and valued by employers 

to accompany a tourist group to Ethiopia and get to know this exciting country  

, learn to use your skills 

Get to know and work with motivated and interesting young people from around 


